ERS/GEOG/ECDEV 615:
Community Economic Development:
Covid, Green Politics and Post-Pandemic Economy

And 4\textsuperscript{th} year SERS Special Topics ERS 475:

[Covid-19 and Localism EDITION: Draft]
(DRAFT May 2020)

**Location:** Your bedroom, kitchen, bathroom, VW microbus, Pinzgauer 6x6 prepping vehicle or anywhere else you can get yourself online

**Instructor:** Stephen Quilley
**Email:** squilley@uwaterloo.ca

The Covid-19 pandemic has already changed your life. Pubs, restaurants, dating, social life and universities – all the things that define your life – may have changed for ever. The world is different. There will be no going back. So, what is the new normal? What will the post-pandemic economy and society look like? And how do these changes connect with green politics and sustainability? How might economic depression and the social crisis spill over into rapid/systemic political re-alignments. Which ideologies and parties will be the winners? Which the losers? This year, the course will give you an opportunity to explore this brave new world and its’ implications for local and community economic development.

If you are interested and are considering registering, please send an email to
Graduate students, ERS/ECDEV/GEOG 615: Amanda Campbell:
amanda.campbell@uwaterloo.ca

Undergrads, ERS Special Topics [ERS 475]: Patricia Bester: pmbester@uwaterloo.ca

**Overview**

Over the course of human development, the connections between the provisioning of individuals and communities on the one hand, and the material and energy flows associated with particular places and ecosystems on the other, have stretched-out in space. The metabolic flows which sustain human life have become progressively more
abstract, indirect and less immediately integrated into particular places. Greater social complexity has involved intensifying patterns of functional interdependence between geographically dispersed individuals and groups. More recently the process of modernisation has been defined by the ‘dismembering’ of economic activity from wider social and cultural institutions. Economic growth is synonymous with accelerating this process of abstraction.

At the margins of the mainstream consumer economy, Indigenous societies are invariably presented with two stark alternatives: either [a] embrace modernity and enjoy the full suite of ‘mod cons’ (such as modern dentistry and antibiotics), or [b] reject the modern world and (figuratively or literally) ‘live in a cave’ (i.e. forgo the benefits of modern/capitalist/Promethean technological development and associated social and cultural complexity). For two hundred years, utopians of many stripes, confronting the same paradoxical ‘wicked dilemma’, have struggled to reconcile a vision of society that was small-scale, ecologically restrained and sensitive to the unique (ecological and social) attributes of particular places, but at the same time cosmopolitan and technologically progressive. Using the metaphor of a gravitational landscape, this course explores the notion of a local reMaker society as a third ‘basin of attraction’ and an alternative to global consumer society. From this perspective, truly sustainable community development is understood as an attempt to develop an ‘indigenous modernity’.

Coming in the wake of left and right-wing populist insurrections against globalization and the over-integration of economic and social life, growing geopolitical tensions between China and the West, and against the backdrop of the ongoing black lives matter protests, the pandemic represents a moment of real contingency and structural change. At stake is the future of globalization, the nation-state system and the tenor of both progressive and conservative politics. At both ends of the spectrum, established and conventional political parties and movements are torn between the politics of ‘nowhere’ and that of ‘somewhere’ (see Goodhart’s book); between local commitments to place and community and rootless, cosmopolitan commitment to universal values and globalism. Among American conservatives this tension can be seen in the tension between neo-liberals/neo-cons on the one hand, and paleo-conservative/Christian and ‘National Conservatism’ on the other. For greens it is evident in the problem of reconciling the neo-Malthusian ‘limits to growth’ assumptions of ecological economics with the defence of modern liberal society, the welfare state and progressive cosmopolitan orientation to open-borders and multiculturalism. And similarly, social democrats haemorrhage working class voters to the extent that they embrace globalization and the mobility of both labour and capital. Open borders present (perceived) threats to the integrity of working-class communities and identity; capital mobility has been associated with deindustrialization and the widespread job losses in the ‘rust belt’. Thus far, using the now tried and tested formula ‘left on economy, right on culture’, the European and America the political right has proved more able to take advantage of this destabilised political and ideological landscape.

However, it is likely that we are only at the very beginning of this crisis of political economy. The pandemic has exposed the dangers and vulnerabilities associated
with too much connectivity and integration. And the economic response has also demonstrated enormous untapped potential for home working, for telematics to reduce the need for physical proximity. In some ways this could be positive (e.g. reducing the carbon emissions associated with commuting). In others, it could be disastrous. Together with the riots and social unrest, the pandemic has created a great driver for the emptying of the downtown core, probably accompanied by white and middleclass flight and increased race and class polarization. At the same time, technical developments associated with the 4th industrial revolution (3D printing, micro-fabrication, the Internet of Things etc.) is changing the relationship between economies of scope and economies of scale. For the first time in human history, it may be at least conceivable to reconcile technological innovation and social complexity with small scale and localized patterns or production and consumption. The post-pandemic political economy will emerge at the interstices of these issues: globalization versus localization; economies of scale versus scope; the welfare state versus family and community patterns of responsibility; sustainable development versus jobs and employment; geopolitical tensions between superpowers. With this in mind, the course is broken down into three blocks.

**Block 1** [weeks 2-4] explores the tension between abstract economic space and social-ecological place in community development. We focus on the tension between the liberal and Enlightenment values and public goods associated with globally connected, science based cosmopolitan societies and the ecological costs such societies impose on the biosphere. Students are introduced to complexity theory and the metaphor of a gravitational state space as a vehicle to explore problems of resilience and radical socio-economic change.

In **Block 2** [weeks 5-8] contemporary strategies of ecological-economic relocalization, such as the Transition Town movement, are examined against the long tradition of localism stretching from the young Marx, William Morris and John Ruskin, through Peter Kropotkin, Patrick Geddes and Lewis Mumford, to the theory and practice of contemporary bioregionalism (e.g. Gary Snyder, John Michael Greer). This ideational tradition of Romantic localism is compared to the experience of indigenous societies struggling to reconcile recognition and equality with continuing cultural autonomy and integrity. Mainstream strategies such as place-marketing, culture-led regeneration, tourism and the knowledge economy are evaluated in relation to the tension between place and space, resilience and connectivity, economic growth and ecological integrity.

In **Block 3** [weeks 9-11] we will explore the potential of new technologies (such as 3d printing) and open architecture forms of organisation (p2p networking; Creative Commons licensing) to reconcile cultural and technological complexity with small scale, eco-cyclical and more place-bound forms of economy. Examples will include experiments in open source fabrication, grid versus distributed energy systems, local and global food systems, the role of community and kinship in future local welfare systems, education and security/defence.
Assessment:

1. PARTICIPATION: a qualitative evaluation of contribution to group discussions on LEARN – **worth 15%**
2. GROUP WORK: Weekly group submissions – mark awarded at the end for quality of group submissions – **worth 20%**
3. ESSAY: Titles will be posted on Learn. Due (electronic submission on LEARN) 7th December 2020 – **worth 45%**
4. Viewpoint diversity (OPEN_MINDS) Exercise – **worth 5%**. This is an online exercise. You complete, download certificate and submit on learn. The marks are awarded for completing the exercise. It is not graded.
5. A BOOK REVIEW: Book review can be based on any of the full-length monograph titles in the reading list (i.e. not journal articles). Due end of 4th week; electronic submission on LEARN 16th October – **worth 15%**

Class structure, schedule & readings:

The weekly schedule will generally comprise:

1. A short lecture in the form of a narrated Powerpoint presentation;
2. Individual student reading
3. Online discussion in GROUPS. You will be enrolled into groups on LEARN. To enter the group discussion, go to CONNECT and then DISCUSSION and then choose the appropriate FORUM (one for each week’s lecture) and then enter the TOPIC for your GROUP. Students can’t ‘see’ what has been posted until they make their first post.
4. At the end of your online collaboration, the last post should be on-behalf of the whole group and be entitled ‘GROUP SUMMARY’. The evaluation of this document will be a small part of the assessment. It can take the form of a Powerpoint presentation, diagrams, written text, a poster...It doesn’t have to be beautiful or polished but simply to capture the tenor of your discussions. It’s a summary or digest of what the group has learned, the key take-outs, remaining questions and any areas of illuminating disagreement amongst themselves.
5. WORK GROUPS: Please familiarise yourself with your work groups. Exchange emails/phone numbers/zoom accounts – whatever you need to work effectively together.

TO RE-ITERATE: This final post should be labelled GROUP SUMMARY. You can decide among yourselves how the work should be divvied out. This should be posted in the group's Topic area but will be visible and a useful aid for students from other groups.

Please look at the detailed instructions for each class, well in advance.
**BOOKS AND READINGS**

We live in strange times. I have tried to ensure that most of the readings are available online. If you can’t find something ferret out a substitute or just do one of the other group readings. Very often things are available online. One thing you can try is ZLibrary (google it). I’m not sure how it works but it sends you a mobi file straight to kindle or epub for your e-reader. They have pretty well every book on the planet. I have no idea what the copyright status is. I imagine it is absolutely fine for the older books (anything from nineteenth century or older) that come up towards the middle and end of the course. I use it a great deal for this kind of material and I love it (I got the complete works of Aristotle yesterday and every text from the early Christian fathers covering a period of 600 years). For newer stuff, you will have to find out and make your own decision.

**DETAILED SCHEDULE**

**WEEK 1: Introduction and overview**

Listen to Lecture 1: Narrated presentation on LEARN

In your groups, engage in the Lecture 1 discussion with your colleagues. At the end of your online collaboration, the last post should be on-behalf of the whole group and be entitled ‘GROUP SUMMARY’. The evaluation of this document will be a small part of the assessment. It can take the form of a Powerpoint presentation, diagrams, written text, a poster...It doesn’t have to be beautiful or polished but simply to capture the tenor of your discussions. It’s a summary or digest of what the group has learned, the key take-outs, remaining questions and any areas of illuminating disagreement amongst themselves.

**BLOCK 1: ENTROPY AND SOCIAL COMPLEXITY THROUGH THE MACROSCOPE**

**WEEK 2: Complexity, Energy and Civilization**

**Overview of topic**

In week 2 we will develop an overview of the relationship between energy and social complexity, which frames the subsequent consideration of place, community and economic development. The purpose of this introductory session is not to become expert or well-read with regard to these broad literatures, but rather to gain a useful
first sketch of the intellectual tools which underpin the course. The seminar will be organized around a fast-paced exploration of five related topics – each with an associated reading. Teams of students will summarize each topic in turn. Your summaries will be available for all students to view and learn from.

Instructions

Listen to Lecture 2: Narrated presentation on LEARN

In your groups, engage in the Lecture 2 discussion with your colleagues. At the end of your online collaboration, the last post should be on-behalf of the whole group and be entitled 'GROUP SUMMARY'.

Group Discussion Topics:

For all groups consider the following: How might the concepts of entropy and complexity inform our understanding of the nature of local economic development and community structure? Hint: think about the ‘social division of labour’. What is a necessary prerequisite for a more complex and differentiated society? Are modern settlements more or less complex than, say, a century ago? In what ways? What bearing do these factors have on the process of modernization?

GROUP A: The entropic cost of social complexity:

GROUP B: Energy and human development: the expanding anthroposphere

GROUP C: A couple of tools and heuristics from complexity/resilience theory
- Stockholm Resilience Centre Insight 1: Transformations
- SRC Insight 2: Regime Shifts

GROUP D: Critical transitions
Overview:

Alongside Karl Marx and Max Weber, Karl Polanyi is widely acknowledged to have provided one of the most compelling accounts of modernity. In The Great Transformation (1944) and subsequent essays in economic anthropology, Polanyi’s account of modernization centered on the disembedding of economic activity and markets from the wider institutions of culture and social life. This untethering of market rationality engendered a growing tension between place and space – between the imperatives of social interaction in the context of close-knit, place-bound communities tied to specific, local ecosystems on the one hand, and mobile, cosmopolitan and relatively rootless patterns of interdependency across abstract economic space, on the other. The logic of the self-regulating market was, however always politically and socially untenable, engendering counter movements for societal protection. But in the twentieth century, such counter-movements were dominated by redistributive mechanisms at the level of the state. This session centers on a close reading of two of Polanyi’s essays. Using Polanyi’s concepts of house-holding, reciprocal, symmetrical and redistributive forms of economic integration, we will focus on the dependence of local economic development on both growth and the national state.

Reading:

Polanyi, K. (1944) The Great Transformation (Beacon)


a) INTRO,
b) Aristotle discovers the economy
c) The place of economies in societies
d) The economy as instituted process


• CHAPTERS 2, 3, 4


Instructions

Listen to Lecture 3: Narrated presentation on LEARN

In your groups, engage in the Lecture 3 discussion with your colleagues. At the end of your online collaboration, the last post should be on-behalf of the whole group and be entitled ‘GROUP SUMMARY’ (see below)

Individual work

Everyone should prepare a short 2 paragraph summary of Polanyi’s argument in The Great Transformation – read the book and do some detective work online.

Group discussion topics

Working in your groups (navigate to CONNECT, DISCUSSIONS) think about the following questions:

- What was ‘the Great Transformation’? How does Polanyi understand the process of modernization and the nature of modernity?
- What does Polanyi mean by the ‘disembedding’ of economic life?
- What are the forms of economic integration and what is their historical significance?
- What is the significance of these forms of integration for local economic development?

Thought experiment: Design an economic strategy around one of Polanyi’s forms of economic integration. Think about the circumstances in which such a scenario is thinkable. Trace out some of the concomitant changes in the realms of culture, society, family life, technological innovation and metabolic/ecological impacts.

Groups should then submit (as the last post on their topic page) a short digest/Powerpoint/word document speaking to this thought experiment. It should be entitled GROUP SUMMARY

WEEK 4: Energy and civilization: some constraints on our collective future

Overview
The social complexity that defines modern society depends on energy throughput – a one off bounty of fossil fuel, which has driven economic development since the eighteenth century. Limits to growth present a severe challenge to liberal democratic societies and conventional understandings of local economic development. In this session we explore the possible political and economic consequences of degrowth. The seminar will center on a close reading of Ophuls’ (2011) book *Plato’s Revenge*.

**Reading**


Tainter, J. 1988 *The Collapse of Complex Societies*

**Instructions**

Listen to Lecture 4: Narrated presentation on LEARN

In your groups, engage in the Lecture 4 discussion with your colleagues. At the end of your online collaboration, the last post should be on-behalf of the whole group and be entitled ‘**GROUP SUMMARY**’ (see below)

Working in your groups, discuss the Ophuls book, chapter by chapter. Compare Ophuls’ diagnosis and prognosis with that of Quilley, Odum and Homer-Dixon as indicated below.

- **GROUP A**: Quilley 2012, 2011 + Ophuls;
- **GROUP B**: Quilley 2011, 2012 + Ophuls;
- **GROUP C**: Odum & Odum 2008 + OPhuls
- **GROUP D**: Homer-Dixon + Ophuls

Those interested in the energy/complexity connection, it is WELL worth looking at Odum’s magnus opus (2007) also. I can’t tell you how brilliant this book is.
Overview

In the 19th century, as local economies were knitted into the integrated economic space of national societies, the economic fortunes of communities became tied to flows of investment and within nation-states and increasingly trade between them. During the 20th century, market flows were supplemented by discretionary investments and patterns of redistribution orchestrated by the state – under the aegis of regional policy, strategic regulation of particular economic sectors and also the redistributive flow of resources associated with Keynesian social compacts. Although very different regimes emerged in different countries, the goals of state intervention were usually (i) to ameliorate class inequality and secure a welfare safety net and (ii) to even out the business cycle and particularly its uneven impact on different sectors and geographical areas. Such policies were moderately successful in the postwar period but began to falter as economic growth rates declined during the 1970s. Declining growth rates undermined the social democratic model leading to a re-emergence of neo-liberal politics, particularly in Britain and the United States. This renewed emphasis on free-markets facilitated the subsequent process of ‘globalization’ – i.e. geographical dispersal combined with the functional integration of economic activity – that has defined economic development imperatives and priorities everywhere, for three decades. The increasingly footloose and mobile character of capital investment had enormous consequences for particular places and communities that could no longer rely on the loyalty or embedded connection of ‘local’ businesses. Many experienced disinvestment and profound economic crisis. In Britain and North America the ‘rust–belt’ of traditional manufacturing centers lost entire industries, as textiles, ship building, iron and steel, car assembly moved off shore. Increasingly exposed to the free-wheeling global markets, local places and communities – from small towns to whole city regions -- were forced take responsibility for their own economic futures. ‘Urban entrepreneurialism’ (Harvey 1989) became the default position of local policy makers who sought to assemble ‘public-private partnerships’ and ‘growth coalitions’ (Logan and Molotch 1987). The strategic imperative was everywhere the same: ‘place-marketing’ to attract capital flows to ‘this’ (rather than ‘that’) node in the global economy. Local strategies focused on the need to make places vibrant, cosmopolitan and ‘liveable’ in order to attract an increasingly mobile middle class of managers, professionals and entrepreneurs. Arts, culture, heritage and property-based regeneration provided a rationale for the gentrification of old warehouses and waterways (think ‘Manhattan Lofts’ – Sharon Zukin’s *Loft Living* [1987]). Multicultural cosmopolitan values – exemplified by ‘Gay
Villages’, arts quarters, world cuisine, street markets, ethnic festivals, China Towns – were mobilized in support of this script. The now famous book-town strategy of Hay-on-Wye on the English-Welsh border is an example of place-marketing at the level of a very small market town.

In this seminar we will explore the parameters of local economic strategy in an era of globalization, focusing in particular in the tension between the dynamics of place and space. To this end we will watch Michael Moore’s short documentary Roger & Me about the plight of Flint Michigan in the 1980s. We will go onto consider the case of Hay-on-Wye and the proliferating ‘book town’ strategy. Finally we will look at the way in which sustainability has become an important dimension of the supply-side strategy of ‘selling the city’. But this highlights a glaring contradiction. Conventional local economic development has become ever more dependent on external flows of people, resources and capital. Building on the previous discussion of Polanyi, the debate will focus on what sustainable development really implies for local economies.

READING:

Roger & Me – Michael Moore -VIDEO Ask in library or rent on iTunes. Absolutely fantastic documentary. Very funny, poignant


Other reading:


Lorentzen, Anne.; Heur, Bas van (2011) *Cultural political economy of small cities* (New York: Routledge)


**INSTRUCTIONS**

c) Listen to Lecture 5: narrated presentation on LEARN

d) **PREPARATORY TASK:** In addition to the reading, everyone should do some basic research on the concept of the ‘book town’ as a vehicle for local development. **START HERE:** [http://www.booktown.net/](http://www.booktown.net/)

e) **Group discussions:**

(a) Think about the following questions:

- How do such strategies relate to the process of globalization?
- How relevant might it be to small towns in Ontario or across Canada
- What are the limitations of this kind of development?
- How does it depend on economic growth? [what kind of growth?]
- What are the underlying assumptions in terms of development/modernization? i.e. what kind of demographic/lifestyle/familial processes?

(b) In your groups, do a close reading of these readings and boil them down to a few essential propositions.

**GROUP A:** Quilley
**GROUP B:** Harvey
**GROUP C:** Seaton
**GROUP D:** Niedomysl & Jonasson
(c) Create a place-marketing/niche development for a small town’s relation to (i) a business as usual scenario and (ii) a energy constrained/economic shock scenario.

(d) **Post very concise results of your deliberations in relation to (b) and (c) as your last post on your group TOPIC area with the title ‘GROUP SUMMARY’**

**WEEK 6: Alternative modernities: radical visions and paths not taken (yet)**

**Overview**

Through the 20\textsuperscript{th} century socialism and capitalism vied to become the default political-economic models of modernity. Social democracy and the Keynesian welfare state represented some kind of compromise. Across Left and Right, it was assumed that this binary opposition between state and market was the whole story. Socialists might have disagreed vehemently with the diagnosis in Hayek’s *Road to Serfdom* (1944) but they accepted the underlying notion that there were only two ways of organizing production and consumption in modern societies. However, this binary discourse excluded, and indeed made invisible, any consideration of the *metabolism* of modernity. The dominant forms of socialism and social democracy, relying as they did on the expansion of the state, shared with liberal capitalism a high-throughput version of industrial modernity, which depended on continual growth and an expanding throughput of energy and materials. At the same time, the emergence of modern welfare state squeezed out a range of alternative visions for a much more decentralized process of modernization. Rather than yoking the worker to the machine, these radical visions of local, community development involved harnessing new technologies to the skills of empowered artisans. Such a trajectory would have involved more self-sufficient communities, polyvalent and multi-skilled workers, small-scale and multi-functional machinery and a reMake rather than consumer society. This vision was shared variously by anarchists such as Kropotkin & Reclus, guild socialists in the tradition of William Morris and GDH Cole, and decentrist planners such as Patrick Geddes and Lewis Mumford. The attractions of this ‘path not taken’ are self-evident: empowered community, self-sufficiency, ‘appropriate technology’ and less alienated workers involved in more diverse and fulfilling creative activity. What about the downsides? Are technological innovation or liberal cosmopolitan values compatible with a more rooted, reciprocative and place-bound form of society?

**Core Reading**


c) Peter Hall (1996) Cities of Tomorrow (Blackwell) Ch 1, 3,4,5

Other reading

d) Karl Marx: Utopian vision of unalienated labour in The German Ideology.

He writes
‘...in communist society, where nobody has one exclusive sphere of activity but each can become accomplished in any branch he wishes, society regulates the general production and thus makes it possible for me to do one thing today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon, rear cattle in the evening, criticise after dinner, just as I have a mind, without ever becoming hunter, fisherman, herdsman or critic. This fixation of social activity, this consolidation of what we ourselves produce into an objective power above us, growing out of our control, thwarting our expectations, bringing to naught our calculations, is one of the chief factors in historical development up till now.’ [http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/german-ideology/ch01a.htm]

[For a useful short essay on Marx’s views about the division of labour in society, see http://www.fee.org/the_freeman/detail/marxs-view-of-the-division-of-labor#axzz2bJP2i58L]

e) Peter Kropotkin (1985 [1899]) Fields, Factories and Workshops Tomorrow (Freedom Press)


g) Geddes, Patrick – see chapters in Peter Hall’s Cities of Tomorrow...and also Volker M Welter (2002) Biopolis: Patrick Geddes and the City of Life

To link to this article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1028258042000266013
i) Morris, William and the arts and craft movement
(1886) *The Dream of John Bull*
http://www.marxists.org/archive/morris/works/1886/johnball/johnball.htm

(1890) *News from Nowhere*
http://www.marxists.org/archive/morris/works/1890/nowhere/nowhere.htm

**INSTRUCTIONS**

a) Listen to Lecture 6: Narrated presentation on LEARN

b) Working in groups, discuss the following readings and provide a 1 page summary of the key propositions. Discuss the intellectual and political/social context in which the authors were writing. What problems were they addressing? Who were their influences? Who did they influence?

**GROUP A:** Peter Kropotkin [and Ernest Reclus]
**GROUP B:** William Morris and the municipal socialists
**GROUP C:** Lewis Mumford and the concept of the ‘neo-technic’
**GROUP D:** Patrick Geddes and the notion of ‘the region’

c) Spend time working together, discussing and created a detailed intellectual map of Kevin Carson’s *Home-Brew Industrial Revolution*. In your deliberations consider the following questions:

- What could local economic development have looked like without the emergence of state sanctioned monopolies and infrastructural subsidies?
- How might new technologies transform the dynamics of globalization?
- What are the prospects for a relocalization of economic activity?
- What are the barriers?
- What are the possible dangers associated with this trajectory?
- What would the 20th century have looked like, with more neo-technical development?

Combine a short digest of your group deliberations from (b) and (c) and submit as the last post in your TOPIC area under the title of **GROUP SUMMARY**.

**WEEK 7:** Bioregionalism and the Transition Town movement
In this seminar we will explore the Transition Towns movement in relation to the much older tradition of bioregionalism. This will involve tracing the history and historiography of some of the main ideas and principles.

**READING**

**Peak oil and collapse (GROUP A)**

**EVERYONE**
Richard Heinberg (2005) *The Party’s Over* (Clairview)
- How do these books envisage community and society in the future?
- What are the drivers?
- Are they positive?
- What are the implications for policy makers or local activists?

**Bioregionalism: (GROUP B)**
Scott Cato, Molly (2013) *The bioregional economy: land, liberty and the pursuit of happiness*
- Where does the biogregional tradition come from? Sketch the historiography. Who is writing what, when...and why?
- How does biogregionalism relate to the development of ecological thought more generally?
- What are the essential propositions?
- Is bioregionalism compatible with science-based, connected, technological societies?

**Novels: (GROUP C)**

EVERYONE


http://www.resilience.org/stories/2010-12-03/interview-james-howard-kunstler

- How do these novels portray the future?
- What are the tensions that play out in scenarios of relocalization?

Transition [Group D]


EVERYONE

Your main resource is http://www.transitionnetwork.org

AND

http://www.resilience.org


- How does Transition envisage the process of social change?
- What are the ‘wicked’ or paradoxical questions that arise in relation to the strategy of relocalization?
- To what extent are these recognized among Transition activists?
- What is the potential for economic development in the present on the back of Transition-related strategy and activity?
- Is Transition credible?

**INSTRUCTIONS**

a) Listen to Lecture 7: Narrated presentation on LEARN

b) Working in groups, discuss the readings indicated for each group above. As well as the questions indicated for each group, Discuss the intellectual and political/social context in which the authors were writing. What problems were they addressing? Who were their influences? Who did they influence?

c) Each group should post, as the last submission on their group TOPIC discussion area, a short commentary on the politics of relocalization. Once again you can use Powerpoint of just a word document or a series of narrated videos. I’m looking for a considered response to the material you have read – not a simple regurgitation of that material. The submission should be entitled GROUP SUMMARY. All students will have access to it.

**BLOCK 3: AN ‘INDIGENOUS MODERNITY’ (?) AND THE reMAKER SOCIETY AS A THIRD ‘BASIN OF ATTRACTION’:**

*WEEK 8: Wikinomics, P2P and the Third (or 4th) Industrial Revolution*

This session will consider the disruptive potential – positive and negative – of technical change – developments that have been dubbed the 3rd (Rifkin) and even 4th (Schwab) industrial revolution.
Reading:


Open source everything Foundation https://tmp2.fandom.com/wiki/Open_Source_Everything_Project

https://vimeo.com/32038568 P2P economy for after the melt down

https://p2pfoundation.net
INSTRUCTIONS

a) Listen to lecture 8: narrated presentation on LEARN
b) Peruse the materials choosing any interesting texts for close reading. You should try to read Rifkin’s Zero Cost book, skim Schwab (if you can find it – it’s on order) and look at the P2P materials/videos – especially relating to Bauwens.

c) In your groups, take it in turn to describe what you have been reading to other group members. Try to integrate your insights. Organize among yourselves a discussion of the politics of the ‘Third/4th Industrial Revolution’. What does it mean? What will be the likely consequences of such technical change – for politics, sustainability, geo-political relations, world trade, the consumer society, for jobs, family life and communities? What is the path to relocalization that might emerge from such change? What are the dangers of this trajectory?

d) Your last post in your group TOPIC AREA (entitled ‘GROUP SUMMARY’) should be a systems map tracing through some of the likely changes that will ripple through economy and society – the prospects/possibilities that strike you as most interesting

WEEK 9: 3D Printing and the ‘Homebrew Revolution’

This week we will be looking, in more detail, at the possibilities for decentralization inherent in new technologies such as 3d printing, and what Carson calls ‘low overhead production’ (i.e. people using their domestic means of production, kitchen sink/cooker/table, shed, garage etc)

Reading:


1. Open source ecology:


http://opensourceecology.org/

2. Anarchist (counter-factual) & science fictional futures

Free download available: http://homebrewindustrialrevolution.wordpress.com
- from Chapter 4 (we already covered earlier chapters)
  • http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcrGh1ukfEY

Cory Doctorow (2009) MAKERS (Harper Voyager) - download for free (or a donation if you think it is good) http://craphound.com/makers/download/

3. ‘Conventional’ disruptive technology perspectives


4. Craft, artisan creativity and technology


INSTRUCTIONS
1. Listen to Lecture 9: narrated presentation on LEARN

2. PREPARATORY TASK: Read/skim as much of the reading list as you can.

3. Group discussions:

   • **GROUP A:** The meaning of creativity: Sennett + Gauntlet + Crawford + Ingold (which ever are available)
     
     What is the meaning of creativity? How does it relate to human nature and human evolution? What does philosophy tell us about craft and creativity? How does capitalism and/or modern organization of production transform craft and creativity? Who benefits and who loses?

   • **GROUP B:** Anarchist/science-fiction futures: Carson+ the future according to Cory Doctorow
     
     How do anarchist and science fiction writers envisage the future of production and craft? Have their imagined scenarios been borne out? What do suggest about the options facing us in a post-pandemic world?

   • **GROUP C:** Mainstream’ perspectives: Lipson + Gershenfeld + Schwab (from last week) + anything else you can find on 3d printing and additive manufacturing and micro-fabrication. Look for survey articles.
     
     Survey the technologies involved? How are they likely to change the economy? How are they likely to integrate with existing technologies? How are mainstream corporate actors likely to adapt and react to these new industries

   • **GROUP D:** Case-study: Open Source Ecology ... Camero, CT. and M. Jakubowski Jakubowski
     
     Survey the history, successes and failures of this experiment in Missouri. Start with the TED talks. Is it feasible? What more general model of political economy does this intimate? Can you trace out a systems model as to what would happen if this was generalized? It would amount to the ‘informalisation’ of economic activity. What does this mean for the state, for the welfare state, for the tax-base, for unemployment? For the social/spatial mobility of individuals? For the importance of the family and community? Who would be the winners and who the losers? etc

Your last post in each group’s TOPIC area should be a digest of your ‘take aways’ from the discussion – what the other groups need to know. You can use diagrams, posters,
text, power-points.....whatever you want. Doesn’t need to be fancy or finished....just a marker for where you were at in your discussion. Label this post ‘GROUP SUMMARY.’

**WEEK 10: Distributism**

This week we will be looking in greater detail at the social-catholic theory of distributism as the original ‘third way’ between socialism and capitalism.

**Distributism 101**


**Classic texts**


GK Chesterton – What’s Wrong with the world [https://archive.org/details/whats_wrong_chesterton_librivox](https://archive.org/details/whats_wrong_chesterton_librivox)


Arthur Penty: The restoration of the guild system [https://archive.org/details/restorationgild00pentgoog](https://archive.org/details/restorationgild00pentgoog)

Contemporary Texts


Distributism and Local Food

http://distributistreview.com/mag/2012/08/how-to-eat-like-a-hobbit/

Distributism and Pope Francis

http://www.theamericanconservative.com/articles/pope-francis-needs-distributism/

http://catholicozarks.blogspot.ca/2013/11/pope-francis-is-distributist.html

http://www.onreligion.co.uk/neither-capitalism-nor-communism-distributism/

Pope Francis Environmental Encyclical – Laudato SI
http://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/encyclicals/documents/papa-francesco_20150524_enciclica-laudato-si.html


INSTRUCTIONS
1. Listen to Lecture 10: narrated presentation on LEARN
2. PREPARATORY TASK: Read/skim as much of the reading list as you can. Research the topic area for your group so you can bring as much as possible to the table. Be generous.
3. Group discussions: As usual, go to CONNECT on LEARN, navigate to the relevant FORUM (LECTURE 10) and enter your group’s topic area.

• GROUP A: What is Catholic about Distributism?
• GROUP B: Explore the cross-over between distributism and the guild socialism and the ideas of people such as Penty or William Morris
GROUP C: Explore the overlap between Green ideas of decentralism and more embedded markets and distributism (start with Schumacher’s Small is Beautiful and perhaps look also at the sequel to that book written by his daughter with Joseph Pearce [look him up on YouTube]). Look also at Pope Francis

GROUP D: Review contemporary versions – Storck and MEdaille in particular – and applications (to say food).

ALL GROUPS: Does it have to be Catholic or religious or grounded in ritual? Does it require face-to-face communities who share, for the most part, a largely unconscious, cosmologically grounded and ritually-reproduced set of values? What are the problems with establishing such values in the modern world? Is that what sanity/sustainability requires? Is that what parts of the Green movement are about? Are other parts against it? Why?

Your last post in each group’s TOPIC area should be a digest of your ‘take aways’ from the discussion – what the other groups need to know. You can use diagrams, posters, text, power-points.....whatever you want. Doesn’t need to be fancy or finished....just a marker for where you were at in your discussion. Label this post ‘GROUP SUMMARY.’

WEEK 11: Conservatism, libertarianism and communitarianism: non-leftist approaches to taming the market

In this session we will look at conservative and ‘right wing’ approaches to taming the market – and conservative ‘anti-capitalism’. What we call right wing, has always been an amalgam of conservative, traditionalist ideas that were skeptical about progress and modernity per se (in the spirit of Edmund Burke, viewing with horror the chaos and destruction of the French revolution) and liberal/market progressivism rooted in free trade, comparative advantage, individualism and the political economy of people like Adam Smith (in the 19th century this was referred to as ‘liberalism’). Right now this coalition of conservative and liberal ideas that has become so close as to be indivisible, is breaking apart (to the chagrin and dismay of many on the right who were not clearly aware of their two root traditions). Conservatism in this sense if not anti-capitalist, is certainly compatible with taming, re-embedding the market. It is also potentially ‘green’ which is evident in the root of the word (‘conserve’). The question is ‘what should be conserved? And how?.

READING


INSTRUCTIONS

(a) Listen to the Lecture 11 on LEARN: narrated Powerpoint presentation

(b) Background: skim all the readings. Use Wikipedia. Get a sense of the landscape. Read as many of the texts as you can, in full. Start with the youtube and magazine article resources below under ‘post-liberalism’ (esp. Giles Fraser’s article on post-liberal reading list). Follow your nose.

(c) GROUP WORK: In your groups on LEARN (CONNECT, DISCUSSION, LECTURE 11, TOPIC GROUPS) consider and debate the following topics. In each case, you should be attempting to delineate the conservative and post-liberal case AGAINST capitalism and the consumer society. What are the tensions between conservatism and (classic, neo-) liberalism with respect to the market? How to these overlap with Green and Polanyian critiques? What is their relation to the ‘state’ and the over-extension of the state? How do these critiques relate to the tension within the left and among greens between state-centred political economies dependent on growth, and more family-community centred localisms?
**Group A:** Edmund Burke and modern conservatism; Roger Scruton’s Green Philosophy (use Scruton’s two books and YouTube presentations of which there are many – search for them)

**Group B:** Reno’s on the ‘The Return of Strong Gods’;

**Group C:** Patrick Deneen on the failures of liberalism

**Group D:** Goodhart on populism and the tension between the ‘somewheres’ and the ‘nowheres’

(d) As usual your final collective post in your group discussions (in your group’s TOPIC area in the DISCUSSION on LEARN) should be some kind of digest of your deliberations (take aways, key findings, important unresolved questions, conclusions) – in whatever form you like....This will be visible to all students and should be designed to be useful to everyone. It should be titled **GROUP SUMMARY**

---

**WEEK 12: Family, community and state in relation to localist and green politics**

In this last session, we will consider the relation between family, community and state, and family on the other. Conservative politics seeks to defend and establish the nuclear or ‘natural’ family as the basis of civil society and mutual support. Human evolution and development entail a potential for many forms of family (Tucker). Western/modern society predicated on individualism (and individual rights) was predicated on the breaking of extended familial clan society in favour of the ‘natural’ nuclear family (Zimmerman; Weiner). Progressives would push this process to its natural conclusion and seek a society of socially-spatially mobile individuals deracinated from clan and place-bound community (Willey), but this process of disembedding has consequences (see Polanyi). At the very least it is predicated on a level social complexity that requires high energy and material throughput, and an elaborate structure of state intervention – all of which is not compatible with limits to growth (Quilley). Commitments and priorities with respect to family, marriage and the context for the reproduction of children, are thus consequential for green politics. The logic of this is apparent in Ophuls’ *Revenge of Plato*; in a more benign way perhaps it is also evident in the cross-over between conservative of post-liberal forms of localism and green politics (e.g. Front Porch Republic; Mitchell and Peters 2019).

**Reading**


Good comprehensive statement of the conservative perspective – in this case rooted in evolutionary biology, history and anthropology


Classic historical study


INSTRUCTIONS

(a) Listen to the Lecture 12 on LEARN: narrated Powerpoint presentation

(b) Background: skim all the readings. Use Wikipedia. Get a sense of the landscape. Read as many of the texts as you can, in full. Follow your nose.

(c) GROUP WORK: In your groups on LEARN (CONNECT, DISCUSSION, LECTURE 12 TOPIC GROUPS) consider and debate the following topics. In each case, you should be attempting to delineate the tensions between normative structures of
family and marriage, the scale of state and economy, and the possibility of decentralism. If progressives want greater individual choice and mobility in the interests of gender justice, what does that require of green politics and political economy? For conservatives, what are the tensions between the foundational idea of the Judeo-Christian sacramental individual and market-liberal imperatives relating to free trade, comparative advantage and the ‘invisible hand’ on the one hand, and marriage and the nuclear family, on the other?

(d) All GROUPS: Engage in a discussion of these issues in your groups. Allocate one or two texts per person and argue the case as would a barrister (i.e. make the case; don’t argue your own political position). This is a Socratic exercise. The goal is to uncover tensions in all the positions and to reveal underlying logics (perhaps of your own ideas) which may not be apparent - not least when most of your friends and daily interlocutors share your ideas and assumptions. Be as generous as you can to ideas that you don’t like. This is called ‘steel manning’ (as opposed to straw manning). Create the strongest possible case for the opposition and see how it stands up to scrutiny. Subject your own ideas to the most rigorous critique possible. As usual submit your last post under the title ‘Group SUMMARY’ – a digest of your deliberations in any form you choose.

MISC READING AND RESOURCES


conservatism’ in in Liberty and the Ecological Crisis Freedom on a Finite Planet, 1st Edition Edited by Christopher J. Orr, Kaitlin Kish, Bruce Jennings (London Routledge)


**Resources for Particular Topics**

1. **Conservative feminism, household and family**


   Good comprehensive statement of the conservative perspective – in this case rooted in evolutionary biology, history and anthropology


   Classic historical study


   Mary Harrington writes great post-liberal feminist articles in Unherd – very short, very useful, like this: Why Liberal Feminists Don't Care


To get a feel for conservative thinking and innovation in relation to family, feminism, capitalism – look at *The Imaginative Conservative* magazine website and also *Front Porch Republic*, and use the search function. Here is a selection: Search also for homeschooling, agrarianism, and monogamy

- Nisbet R 2014 Has the Modern Family Failed us. *The Imaginative Conservative*
- Allan Carlson 1013 *Agrarianism Reborn: On the Curious Return of the Small Family Farm*

2. Post-liberalism

UNHERD magazine is a great resource- loads of short articles

Steiner, MT 2019, ‘Post-liberal politics: left, right and centre’ in *Quillette* July 2019
Giles Fraser – a *post-liberal reading list*
Deneen, P. *Why liberalism failed*
Phillip Blond (2007) *Red Tory: How the left and the right have broken Britain and how we can fix it* (Polity)
Social Democratic Party, UK *A New Declaration*
Misc. Other Videos:

1. **P2P and Commons**
   - Michael Bauwens on [the commons and p2P economy](#)

2. **Family/feminism**
   - TJ Vance on [family instability](#)

3. **Post-liberalism**
   - John Gray on the pandemic as apocalypse in [UNHERD](#)
   - David Goodhart on [post-liberalism](#)
   - David Goodhart on [multiculturalism](#)
   - Patrick Deneen on ‘after liberalism’
   - New Statesman discussion – [post-liberalism](#)
   - Two conservative responses to the post-liberal left

4. **Ecological economics**
   - Hermany Daly on [ecological economics](#)

5. **Populism**
   - Stephen K. Bannon [Interview with Red Scare](#). Gives a sense of how Bannon thinks 2020 election will go – and the centrality of a conflict with China. You can see if he’s right. However, listen to the discussion of basic income and healthcare. This is an example of political entrepreneurship – he’s ripping up the right wing ‘rule book’ to take advantage of what he sees as the changing landscape. From his perspective, Alexandria Ocasio Cortez and Bernie Sanders are trying to do the same thing from the left – but failing for various reasons. Are there any greens trying to effect the same kind of change? What would it take for them to break through in the way that populists did in 2016?

6. **National conservatism; one nation conservatism**
   - Roger Scruton on [being a reluctant capitalist](#).
   - Tucker Carlson (Fox News): [Big Business Hates Your Family](#)
   - TJ Vance (Hill Billie Elegy) – Conservatism against [libertarianism](#) and becoming market-skeptical
   - Vance on [Trump’s relation to rural America](#)
   - Hazony – [Nationalism as a virtue](#).
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